
Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Environmental Quality Board,

I am writing to urge the state to move ahead as quickly as possible in implementing the Pennsylvania Clean
Vehicles Program, and its clean air standards for cars and trucks that go beyond weaker federal
requirements.

Pennsylvania ranks among the worst states in the country when it comes to air pollution. Our air pollution is
plaguing our state and leading to a host of public health problems, including asthma attacks in children and
aggravation of respiratory ailments in adults. '

One of the worst sources of this pollution is cars and trucks. Technology exists today that would allow cars
and trucks to run cleaner and significantly reduce our air pollution problem.

By moving as quickly as possible to implement the Pennsylvania Clean Vehicles Program we would be able
to significantly reduce our air pollution problem -emissions of smog-forming pollution from cars and trucks
would be cut by 10 percent, toxic benzene pollution up to 15 percent and global warming emissions would
drop by nearly 25 percent by 2025, as compared to reductions under the weaker federal program being
Considered. And an added benefit of the standards is that they would likely make cars go farther on a gallon
of gas, saving Pennsylvanians money when they fill up at the gas pump. »

Again, I urge the state to move forward and implement the Pennsylvania Qlean Vehicles Program.

We should not settle, for # W@8# #dera| requirements. We deserve bejter.

Sincerely,,
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Comments in Support of
The Pennsylvania Clean Vehicles Program

Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Sir or Madam:

I am writing to voice my full support for the Pennsylvania Clean Vehicles Program, and
to urge that it be implemented as quickly as possible.

Cars and tracks are a significant source of air pollution, contributing approximately one
third of the region's smog-forming emissions. The Pennsylvania Clean Vehicles
Program would reduce pollution from vehicles more quickly and thoroughly than weaker
federal standards. These pollution reductions are crucial for improving air quality and
protecting public health in the state.

Thirty-seven counties across Pennsylvania still do not meet the federal government's
basic air quality standards. The Scrantpn metro area has recently been ranked the
nation's worst for people living with asthma, and other major cities in the state have also
been rated very poorly by asthma experts. To put the matter simply: Pennsylvanians
have already waited too long for clean, healthful air.

The state should have implemented the Clean Vehicles Program already. I urge the
Department of Environmental Protection to move forward getting the program up-and-
ranning as soon as it can.

Additional Comments (if any):
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Comments in Support of
The Pennsylvania Clean Vehicles Program

Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Sir or Madam:

I am writing to voice my foil support for the Pennsylvania Clean Vehicles Program, and
to urge that it be implemented as quickly as possible.

Cars and trucks are a significant source of air pollution, contributing approximately one
third of the region's smog-forming emissions. The Pennsylvania Clean Vehicles
Program would reduce pollution from vehicles more quickly and thoroughly than weaker
federal standards. These pollution reductions are crucial for improving air quality and
protecting public health in the state.

Thirty-seven counties across Pennsylvania still do not meet the federal government's
basic air quality standards. The Scranton metro area has recently been ranked the
nation's worst for people living with asthma, and other major cities in the state have also
been rated very poorly by asthma experts. To put the matter simply: Pennsylvania^
have already waited too long for clean, healthful air.

The state should have implemented the Clean Vehicles Program already. I large the
Department of Environmental Protection to move forward getting the program up-and-
running as soon as it can.

Additional Comments (if any):
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Comments lii Support of
The Pennsylvania Clean Vehicles Program

Environmental Quality Board
P.O. Box 8477
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear Sir or Madam:

I am writing to voice my fell support for the Pennsylvania Clean Vehicles Program, and
to urge that it be implemented as quickly as possible.

Cars and trucks are a significant source of air pollution, contributing approximately one
third of the region's smog-forming emissions. The Pennsylvania Clean Vehicles
Program would reduce pollution from vehicles more quickly and thoroughly than weaker
federal standards. These pollution reductions are crucial for improving air quality and
protecting public health in the state.

Thirty-seven counties across Pennsylvania still do not meet the federal government's
basic air quality standards. The Scranton metro area has recently been ranked the
nation's worst for people living with asthma, and other major cities in the state have also
been rated very poorly by asthma experts. To put the matter simply: Pennsylvania^
have already waited too long for clean, healthful air.

The state should have implemented the Clean Vehicles Program already. I urge the
Department of Environmental Protection to move forward getting the program up-and-
running as soon as it can.

Additional Comments (if any):

Sincerely,
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TO: Members of the Environmental Quality Board
RE: Pennsylvania Clean Vehicles Program

All Pennsylvania!): deserve clean air to breathe and want to do their part to make this possible, by reducing air
pollution from their personal vehicles. Protecting human health, and saving money at the pump are top priorities
for us. Please support the DEP's proposed changes to the PA Glean Vehicle Program so we can do our part.
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TO: Members of the Environmental Quality Board
RE: Pennsylvania Clean Vehicles Program

All Pennsylvanians deserve clean air to breathe and want to do their part to make this possible, by reducing air
pollution from their personal vehicles. Protecting human health, and saving money.at the pump are top.priorities
for us. Please support the DEP's proposed changes to the PAClean Vehicle Program so we can do our part.
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The Pennsylvania Clean Vehicles Program

Environmental Quality Board
O. Box 8477

"arrisburg, PA 17105-8477^

Dear Sir or Madam:

am writing-tovoice my full Support for the" Pennsylvania Clean Veb|§|es Program,
urge that it be'implemented as quickly as possible.
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running as soon as it can.



Comments in Suppor
The Pennsylvania Clean Vehi

ivironmental Quality Board
).Box8477

Hamburg, PA 17105-8477

Dear SirofMadam:

I am writing toVoice my full support for the Pennsylvania Clean Vehicles Program, and
to urge that it beVnplemented as quickly as possible. /

Cars and trucks are a significant source of air pollution, contributing approximately one
third of the region's smog-forming emission^The Pennsylvania Clean Vehicles
Program would reduce portetio.a-fiom"veTiicles more quickly and thoroughly than weaker
federal standards. These pollution reductions are crucial for improving air quality and
protecting public health in the state.

. Thirty-seven counties across Pennsylvania still do not meet the federal government's
basic air quality standards. The Scranton metro area has recently been ranked the
nation's worst for people living with asthma, and other major cities in the state have also
been rated very poorly by asthma experts. To put the matter simply: Pennsylvania^
have already waited too long for clean, healthful air.

The state should have implemented the Clean Vehicles Program already. I urge the
Department of Environmental Protection to move forward getting the program up-and-
running as soon as it can.

Additional Comments (if any):
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Sincerely,

Signature:
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